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LEFT-INVARIANT LORENTZ METRICS
ON LIE GROUPS
KATSUMI NOMIZU
(Received October 7, 1977)
With J. Milnor [2] we consider a special class @ of solvable Lie groups.
A non-commutative Lie group G belongs to @ if its Lie algebra g has the
property that [x, y] is a linear combination of x and y for any elements x and y
in Q. It is shown that g has this property if and only if there exist a com-
mutative ideal u of codimension 1 and an element b^n such that [b, X]=Λ: for
every xEΞU.
Milnor has shown that if G G @ , then every left-invariant (positive-definite)
Riemannian metric on G has negative constant sectional curvature. The sim-
plest example is given by
G =
a
'
b e R
On the other hand, Wolf [3, p. 58] showed that this group G admits a left-
invariant Lorentz metric which is flat (that is, with zero sectional curvature).
Our first and main objective in this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. If a Lie group G belongs to the class @, then
(1) every left-invariant Lorentz metric {of signature (—, -j-, •••, -(-)) has
constant sectional curvature
(2) given any arbitrary constant k, & > 0 , &—0, or & > 0 , one can find a left-
invariant Lorentz metric on G with k as constant sectional curvature.
Unlike the Riemannian case, the existence of a flat left-invariant Lorentz
metric seems to be a more frequent phenomenon. Our second objective is to
prove
Theorem 2. Each of the following 3-dimensional Lie groups admits a flat
left-invariant Lorentz metric:
(1) E(2): group of rigid motions of Euclidean 2-space
(2) i? ( l , l ) : group of rigid motions of Minkowski 2-space
*> This work was supported in part by an NSF grant, (MCS 76-06324 A01).
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(3) The Heisenberg group consisting of all real matrices of the form
"1 * *
0 1 *
LO 0 l j
We note that Milnor has shown that the group (1) admits a flat left-invariant
Riemannian metric but not the groups (2) and (3); see Corollaries 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8 in [2].
1. Proof of Theorem 1
We take a commutative ideal u of codimension 1 and an element b&n such
that [b, x]~x for every # e u . Let < , > be the Lorentz inner product in cj
coming from a given left-invariant Lorentz metric on G.
Case I. π is nondegenerate (that is, the restriction of the inner product to
π is nondegenerate).
We may choose bf such that (b\ u>=0 and g= {b'} + u (direct sum). Then
we can wirte b'=a δ-f-x0 with some αφO and xo^n. For every » Έ u , we have
[b\ x] = a[b, *f|+[>0, x] = ax.
We may now take br\a and rename it b. Then ζby u>=0 and [b, x]=x for
every xEU. We now consider two subcases: la (b is time-like) and Ib (b is
space-like).
Subcase la. Let <Jb, ί > = — λ2 (λ>0). We use the formula
( 1 ) 2<y
x
yy z>=<[x, y], ar>-<[y, ar], x>+<[^ x], y>
to determine the covariant derivative V'
x
y of the left-invariant Lorentz metric
(formula (5.3) in [2]). Easy computation shows
= 0, VjΛJ — 0 for
so that
VJ) = Vbx+[xy b] = — Λ ? .
For Λ?, y e u we have
2<V,^, by = <[
Λ
, y], &>—<|>, 6], ^
and
2<V^,^> = 0 for s e n .
Hence
since <6, A>= — λ2.
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For x, y, «ει t , we obtain for the curvature tensor R
R(x, y)z = V
x
Vyz-VyVxz
(*, y)b =
Similarly, we have
Thus
( 2 )
R(x, b)b = — x
R(x,b)y=-<x,yyblX2.
2
ΛJ
X
where u/\v denotes the endomorphism
(u/\v)w = <i?, wyu—Cu
s
 w}v .
The equations (2) imply that our metric has constant sectional curvature 1/λ2.
Subcase Ib. Let ζb, i>=λ 2 (λ>0). Since our inner product is Loren-
tzian, we have a time-like unit vector, say, c in u: ζc, cy= — 1. We can write
u = {c} +Uχ, where u2 is the orthogonal complement of {c}. We write y, z, u> •••
for elements in n
x
 in the following computation.
We have, again by means of (1),
= VAc = Vby = 0 , where
Thus
From
V
c
b = —c , V^ 6 = — y , where jyeiti.
= - 2, by = -<[*, 6],
and
we obtain
we have easily
= 0 and V/ = 0 , where y&n
x
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For y, z, u^n
λ
 we get
and
2<V,*, V> = - < [ * , ft], y>+<b, y], s> = 2ζy,
and hence
We may now compute
R(b, c)c = bIW R(b, c)b - c, R(b9 c)y = 0
R(b,y)b=yί R(b,y)c^Oy R(b, y)z = -
Λ(c, >)ft = 0, Λ^, y)<: - -yl\\ R{c, y)z = -
R(y, z)b = 0, R(y, z)c - 0, R(y, z)u = -<ar,
We have thus
I
( 3 ) ^(w, ϋ) = —γu/\v for all u, V^Q ,
which means that our metric has constant sectional curvature — l/λ2.
Case II it is degenerate (that is, restriticon of the inner product to π is
degenerate).
According to [1], Theorem 1.1, u contains a light-like vector c and an
(w — 2)-dimensional subspace n
x
 on which the inner product is positive-definite
such that π={f}+u 1 (direct sum) and <c, Π^^O. In the orthogonal com-
plement uf of Πj in β we can find a vector V such that
<j/ji/> = 0 and < δ ' > έ : > = : - l .
We can write ό / = α δ+Λ:0 for some αΦO and x0Git. Then [b', x] = a[b, x] +
[x01 χ\ = a x for every ΛGΠ. NOW if we denote i7/^ a n < l a c by i and ί, then our
new b and c staisfy the following conditions:
8 = W + M +Ui, u = {c} +Ui (direct sums)
<i,A>=0, < f t , c > = - l , <c,c> = 0, <ft, u1> = <c,u1> = 0;
[*, ]^ = >^ [*, ^] = y for
We find
V6i = — i, Vδr = c> Vby = 0 for y e i^
V
c
δ = 0, V,c = 0, V
r
j = 0 for 3/ e 1^
Vyb = —y, Vyc = 0, Vj# = — <.y, z^c for j ,
Form these we obtain
R(b, c) - R(b, y) - i?(^ y) - /?(;y, ar) = 0 for yy z£ΞUly
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that is, our metric is flat.
We have thus concluded the proof of the first part of Theorem 1. The
second part does not require much extra work as we see in the following.
We start wtih g= {b} -|-π, where u is a commutative ideal of codimension 1
and [i, X]=Λ: for every JTGU.
If k>0, then take λ > 0 such that k=l/\2. Take any positive-definite
inner product in u and extend it to a Lorentz inner product in g by
<ft, u> = 0 and (b, dy = -1/λ 2 .
The computation in Case la shows that the resulting left-invariant Lorentz
metric on G has constant sectional curvature k=l/X2.
If k<0, then take λ > 0 such that &= —1/λ2. Take any Lorentz inner
product in u and extend it to g by
<Jb, u> = 0 and = - 1/λ2.
The computationtin Case Ib shows that the resulting Lorentz metric on G has
constant sectional curvature k= — 1/λ2.
Finally, suppose k=Q. Take an element cφO in π and an (n —2)-dimen-
sional subspace n
x
 of u. We extend any positive-definite inner product in Uj.
to a Lorentz metric in g by
<6, ft> = <c,
 c
> = <6,
 U l> = <c, ιt!> = 0 and < 6 , c > = - l .
The computation in Case II shows that we get a flat Lorentz metric on G.
2. Proof of Theorem 2
For each group, we describe its Lie algebra and show how to define a Lor-
entz inner product which will give rise to a flat left-invariant Lorentz metric on
the group.
E(2): This consists of all matrices of the form
Its
for
Lie algebra has
x =
which
•o
0
.0
a basis
0
0
0
1'
0
0 .
"cos θ
sin θ
. 0
consisting
-
-
—
of
0
0
0
sin
cos
0
0
0
0
θ
θ
0"
1
0.
a'
b
1. •
"0
1
.0
- 1
0
0
0
0
0
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[x, y] = 0, [z, x] = y, [y, *] = * .
We define a Lorentz inner product by
Computation shows
V
χ
χ = ^
χ
y = V^ Λ: = VXZ =
and
It follows that
= V ^ = V2^ = 0
= y, V2y = - x .
•o
0
. 0
0
0
0
1"
0
0
. y =
"0
0
. 0
0
0
0
0"
1
0 .
-o
1
. 0
1
0
0
0"
0
0 .
that is, the metiic is flat.
E(l, 1): This is the group of all matrices of the form
cosh t sinh t a
sinh t cosh t b
0 0 1 J
Its Lie algebra has a basis consisting of
x =
for which
[x, y] = 0, [z, x] = y, [z, y] = x.
We define a Lorentz inner product by
<*,
 x
> = ζjs9 z) = 1, < j , j > = - 1 , <βy xy = <^ y> = <Λ?, 3;) = 0 .
Computation shows
It follows that
The Heίsenberg group: Its Lie algebra has a basis consisting of
X =
-0
0
. 0
1
0
0
o-
0
0 .
> y =
• 0
0
.0
0
0
0
0"
1
0 .
•0
0
.0
0
0
0
r
0
0 .
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for which
[x, y] = *, [z, x] = [z, y] = 0 .
We consider the Lorentz inner product given by
O, #> = O, x> = 0, <s, Λ > = - 1
<*,>>> = <*,:y>=0, < ^ , y > = l .
Computation shows that
V
x
x - y, V
x
y = z, V
Λ
s = 0
Vyx = V^ jy = V> = V2Λ? = Vzj = Vzz = 0 ,
and consequently,
REMARK 1. The group 5Ό(3) (or 5117(2)) does not admit a left-invariant
flat Lorentz metric. Suppose it does. Then x~^V
x
 is a homomorphism of
the Lie algebra o(3) into the Lie algebra o(l, 2) of all skew-symmetric endomor-
phisms of the 3-dimensional flat Lorentz space. The kernel has to be (0)
because o(3) is simple. This means that there is an isomorphism of o(3) onto
o(l, 2), a contradiction.
REMARK. 2. The group o(l, 2) (or SL(2, R)) admits a left-invariant Lorentz
metric with constant sectional curvature — 1 . For the Lie algebra §l(2,R) of SL
(2, /?), we define
<A J> = y trace (xy) .
The matrices
"0 —1 Ί Γ l 0 1 Γ0 1
l oj J lj Lo - l J
are orthogonal and have length square — 1, 1, 1, respectively. Thus we have a
Lorentz inner product. On can compute to see that the resulting left-invariant
Lorentz metric has constant sectional curvature — 1. Another geometric way
is the following. We consider the vector space R\ with indefinite inner product
< A y> = —χιyι
It is well known that the hypersurface H\— {x^R\\ <#, xy= — 1} has constant
sectional curvature —1 with respect to the induced Lorentz metric (so-called
anti De Sitter space). Now the mapping
Γx
x
+x3(xl9 x2, xz, , R)
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gives a one-to-one correspondence between Hi and SL{2, R), and the Lorentz
metric on Hi corresponds to the left-invariant Lorentz metric (also right-invari-
ant) on SL(2, R) which we defined earlier. Our metric is essentially the same
as the Killing-Cartan form.
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Added in Proof. Concerning Remark 1, we learned that Professor Y.
Matsushima had the following result (unpublished): A semi-simple Lie group
does not admit a left-invariant torsion-free flat linear connection.
